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Progressive rock is a musical style that has seen extensive scholarly study. Notable
amongst this vast literature is its varying scope and perspective. Many scholars
focus on the demarcation of progressive rock’s stylistic parameters, socio-cultural
origins, and history (Martin 1998; Macan 1997; Hegarty and Halliwell 2011). Some
have explored the legitimacy of the progressive rock canon and how the style is
conventionally perceived (Anderton 2010; Ahlkvist 2011; Holm-Hudson 2002).
And some have pondered on the fundamental idea of progress in popular music
(Frith 2007; Melançon and Carpenter 2015). Robert Burns’s Experiencing Progressive Rock, an instalment of Rowman & Littlefield’s The Listener’s Companion series,
engages (to varying degrees) with all of these concerns. It offers an expansive, if
not exhaustive, insight into progressive rock, fit as intended as an introduction
and companion to the music. It is also of broader scholarly interest, offering some
novel insights to those already involved in this area of research.
Experiencing Progressive Rock presents a history of progressive rock from its 1960s
origins to today. Much of Burns’s account is shaped by way of his own personal
experience: he was involved in these scenes, recording and touring prolifically with
the likes of David Gilmour and Jon Lord amongst others. This biographical framing is balanced by both musical analysis and interviews which Burns conducted with
members of several prominent bands, progressive rock and otherwise.
In the first chapter, Burns explores the motivations behind progressive rock’s
origins and proliferation. Burns’s account is thoughtful and succinct, centring on
the many changes that transformed the late 1960s music industry—from the transition from single to LP, to the shifting emphasis from dancing to listening, to the
change in industry focus from homogenous and easily marketable to a drastically
heterogenous musical milieu which valorized artistry and individualism. Burns’s
theory of progressive rock quickly settles on one of so-called fusions. Whereas
many academics treat the classical influence shared by many progressive rock
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bands as chief amongst the style’s classificatory markers, Burns emphasizes the
variety in influences which motivated the formative progressive rock bands, substantiating this reading by analysing the more blues and folk-derived leanings of
Colosseum and Jethro Tull alongside more classically-oriented acts. Continuing
closely, the second chapter focuses on progressive rock’s preoccupation with conceptuality and the varied ways this subject was expressed by bands. Burns focuses
especially on changes in technology, from the length of LP sides to developments
in studio technologies, instruments, and live sound reinforcement. As the author
notes, these shifts provided young musicians an immeasurably greater sonic canvas
and expressive and experimental freedom than that enjoyed by their precursors.
Chapter 3 moves to the abrupt outmoding of progressive rock in the late 1970s.
It explores how styles like punk and disco challenged the utopian sensibilities synonymous with progressive rock’s expansive forms. Burns describes how this outlook was dismantled rapidly by social and political changes in the late 1970s, and
although many progressive rock bands would go on to find success in new poporiented directions, the style itself faded. From this, the focus turns to the more
experimental musics which followed, exploring their tether and creative debt to
progressive rock: The Police, Queen, 10cc, and so forth. This leads neatly into a
discussion of progressive rock’s first major revival—1980s neo-prog—the subject
of Chapter 4. This discussion includes mainstay neo-prog acts like Marillion, but
spans also the new wave influenced King Crimson of the 1980s, and jazz-oriented
acts like U.K. and Brand X. As with 1970s progressive rock, Burns frames this continuation of the progressive rock trajectory around its variety, emphasizing the
bands’ attitudes and ideals rather than stylistic tenets.
An arguable blind spot of the scholarly literature on progressive rock is its focus
on the past at the expense of the present. Few researchers give any real consideration to recent expressions of progressive rock aesthetics and ideals, in spite of
their presence and influence. Chapter 5 addresses this deficiency. It sets out the
many ways bands since the 1990s have explored and expanded different musical and paramusical traits in a spirit apparently akin to 1970s progressive rock.
This includes expanding production technology (for example Steven Wilson and
surround-sound mixes), rhythmic complexity (Meshuggah and Tesseract), and virtuosic performance techniques (Animals as Leaders). Burns concludes that these
bands are driven by a similar ‘musical curiosity’ as bands from the late 1960s (p.
95), rather than just representing an extension of those earlier bands’ stylistic innovations. This is followed by Chapter 6 which reinforces Edward Macan’s notion of
progressive rock as a Wagnerian Gesamtkunstwerk (1997: 11) by exploring the visual
component of the style (lights, artwork, stage costumes, etc.) which played a significant role in the establishment of the progressive rock aesthetic.
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Reflecting back on the themes of earlier chapters, Chapter 7 is concerned with
how bands from the 1960s and 70s contended with reforming in more recent
times (some remaining active to the present). This chapter is constituted largely
of interviews with the likes of Renaissance, 10cc, Colosseum, and King Crimson,
amongst others. As is evidenced in these interviews, there is a demand for these
legacy bands reuniting. This implies that a nostalgia for the genre clearly remains.
However, Burns suggests that many of these bands (in justifying their creative
practice) describe a view to the future and to progress rather than ‘adherence to
a set time period’ (p. 124). While several bands interviewed seem to echo this sentiment, it does not seem especially evident in their music. Even King Crimson, perhaps the epitome of a band primed for constant reinvention, have shifted towards
setlists based around their earlier material in recent years.
The meaning and significance of progressive rock is the subject of the closing
chapters. Chapter 8 is focused on the difficulty in defining progressive rock, the
history of the term, and the reticence many musicians feel towards being aligned
with it; while Chapter 9 asks whether contemporary music is, or can be, driven by
progression. Burns concludes that it is a musical ‘curiosity and experimentation’
which drives many contemporary players in progressive rock (pp. 123, 138), and
that this idealism towards innovation and advancement is as important to contemporary progressive rock as its (difficult to reify) stylistic characteristics (pp.
125–26). While a compelling argument, the meaning and requirements of this
progressiveness are somewhat vague.
Throughout Experiencing Progressive Rock, Burns makes many allusions to progressive rock being an actively progressive form. For example: ‘progressive rock …
still progresses’ (p. xxiv), ‘the music remains in a continual state of progression’ (p.
42), and ‘progressive rock maintained its progression’ (p. 77). These statements are
taken to be self-evident, aligning with Burns’s theory of expanding musical fusions:
‘it is this concept of a fusion of styles with rock music that is the defining descriptor that easily provides an identity for [progressive rock]’ (p. 122). However, examples throughout show varying evidence of truly innovative fusions. Instead, many
exemplars of this progressiveness throughout the book seem simply to restate
progressive rock genre indicators (virtuosity, long songs, etc.), just with greater
intensity. Rather than being new fusions which progress the rock vocabulary further, they seem to be expansions of past fusions. This may fit the parameters of
the progressive rock genre, but rarely do these examples satisfy the idea of the
music actually ‘progressing’ as such. It would have been exceedingly interesting
for Burns, with his experience and expertise, to delve further into why this music
was/is progressive, and perhaps even to consider the nature of progressiveness as
it relates broadly to popular music.
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But this small criticism aside, Experiencing Progressive Rock is a compelling work.
Burns’s familiarity with, and passion for, progressive rock is unmistakable. His
descriptions and explanations of the precursors of progressive rock and the style’s
golden age are vibrant and thoughtfully framed. Burns also manages to move
beyond much of the extant literature by tracking the style’s trajectory to the recent
past and present. This extensive historical account and its musicological insight is
bolstered by well-articulated interviews and paramusical discussion, exhibiting a
multifaceted insight matched to the colourful and varied musics it depicts. As a
listener’s guide, Experiencing Progressive Rock is persuasive and thorough, but it is
also a thought-provoking study into progressive rock more generally.
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